
MQDC Leads Thai Property, Launching
‘Whizdom Club’ in India

H.E. Mr Chutintorn Gongsakdi, Ambassador of Thailand to India, together with his wife, M.L.
Piyawan Gongsakdi, recently presided over the grand launch of ‘Whizdom Club’. Mrs. Thippaporn
Ahriyavraromp also attended along with Mr Keerin Chutumstid, President of the Property & Service
Business Group, Magnolia Quality Development Corporation Limited (MQDC), and MQDC executives
Ms. Chulamas Jitpatima, Mr. Assada Kaeokhiao, and Mr. Krissayuth Chavavitayatham at New Delhi,
India.

MQDC Leads Thai Property, Launching ‘Whizdom Club’ in India
New Delhi – Magnolia Quality Development Corporation Limited (MQDC) has advanced the Thai
property sector with the launch of ‘Whizdom Club’ in India, addressing the ‘New Generation’ on a
global stage. MQDC has focused on learning and knowledge sharing in entering India, whose
population of over 1.3 billion is the world’s 2nd highest. ‘Whizdom Club’ is a 2,000sqm co-working
space and startup hub at Greater Kailash-II in South Delhi.
‘Whizdom Club’ offers services and amenities such as Whiz Café, Whiz Kid (a play zone), Whiz Den
(a guru zone for mentorship), Whiz Around (a dream lab), Whiz Live (a training room hosting events
and workshops), and Whiz Exchange (a shop with Whizdom merchandise).
H.E. Mr Chutintorn Gongsakdi, Ambassador of Thailand to India, said: “I extend my best wishes to
the company in contributing to building an innovative ecosystem for the creative and collaborative
growth of young professionals.”
Ms Chulamas Jitpatima, Director of MQDC India Real Estate Private Limited, said the space would
not only host creativity and ideas but also nurture and support its members for a better tomorrow.
“The aim of this innovative space will be to provide a co-working hub that will help corporations,
rising entrepreneurs, aspiring students, and SMEs to meet their business and networking goals in an
inspiring environment,” she said.
Before launching ‘Whizdom Club’ in India, Whizdom held a startup challenge and brand ambassador
program in India.
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The Whizdom Innovation Challenge provided incubation support to startups and gave them a global
platform. The ambassador program selected 5 students from top colleges and universities to
represent Whizdom Club India for a year.
Hashtag #MQDCindia #ThaiDeveloper #WhizdomClubIndia #InspirationHub
#MQDCForAllWellBeing
# # #

About Magnolia Quality Development Corporation Limited (MQDC)
Magnolia Quality Development Corporation Limited (MQDC) is a property developer that develops,
invests in, and manages residential, mixed-use, and ‘theme’ projects, including retail and hotels,
with a corporate commitment ‘For all Well-Being’.

MQDC brands include Magnolias, Whizdom, The Aspen Tree, and Mulberry Grove, catering to a
range of healthy, sustainable lifestyles.

The company provides an industry-leading 30-year warranty on its residential units in line with its
exceptional construction standards.

Under its philosophy of ‘sustainnovation’, MQDC aims to lead the sector in sustainability. The
company supports the Bangkok-based Research & Innovation for Sustainability Center (RISC), Asia’s
first research base for sustainable building with a focus on well-being.

MQDC is determined to operate with concern for all life on Earth, advancing this agenda through
sustainable development, for the wider benefit of society. For more information, visit
www.mqdc.com.

About Whizdom Club by MQDC India
MQDC introduces Whizdom Club India as the brand’s first project in India, drawn by the country’s
youthful demographics and strong startup culture. The new unit is dedicated to creative and
sustainable projects for socially interactive and dynamic young people. Whizdom Club aims to
transform India’s co-working segment with innovative facilities and services for students, young
professionals, and startupreneurs. At a prime location in New Delhi, Whizdom Club offers a holistic
experience by providing a vibrant café and world-class infrastructure along with mentoring support
and regular workshops and events for budding entrepreneurs.


